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By this time you will have discovered how bothersome the two-cent cash sale is for you as well as us. Why not help yourselves as well as us. Every coupon is good for two cents and is but very hard on the animals and they soon get poisoned by the copper salts, but it is cheap and effective.

FOWNES

on the clamps means quality in the GLOVES

CLIFTON

(Continued from Page 1.)

A boy sees a girl who attracts him by singing him, by throwing a comic or some confetti at her. This is the first stage in love-making. The second step is for the young man to gaze at the lady of his choice from the other side of the street while she sits in her barred window. Neither speaks until the girl's relatives invite the young man into the house. The young lady then writes a love-letter, if she has the education, or goes to a public letter writer. From this stage the courting progresses rapidly to its consummation in the marriage feast.

After his interesting treatment of the social and domestic life in Mexico, Mr. Richards touched on the mining methods. One of the old workings was a large octagonal shaft filled with stone and concrete. There were evidences that hoists had stood on each of the eight sides worked by a horse and windlass. After reaching a depth of 800 feet the work had been abandoned, probably because of difficulty of getting strong enough rope. Some mines of this type have been re-opened. A few pictures were shown of half-striped miners drilling in the mine, and one showed the primitive "chicken holder," consisting of notches in a plank.

Abdominal Bands and Knee Warmers

C. F. HOVEY & CO.

33 Summer St.

Boston, Mass.

OPEN YOUR BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE

National Shawmut Bank

BOSTON

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER
EIGHT MILLION DOLLARS

WE OFFER ONE OF THE LARGEST ASSORTMENTS

Men's Foreign and Domestic Underwear

IN THE CITY

50c Per Garment Upwards

Balbriggan Merino Lisle

Wool Ramie Silk and Wool

Linensilk

We carry but a single quality of each kind.

MUM & AMEND

HEADQUARTERS

FOR
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MINERALS, ETC.

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF
HISTORICAL SUPPLIES IN THE U. S.

First Quality Supplies Only. From Service
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Analytical Balances and Weights
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The New

RAPID SHOT COLLARS

Snugly to the neck, the tops meet in front and there is ample space for the cravat.

The New

CLIFTON, 24 in. high
BEDFORD, 24 in. high

FOR
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MINERALS, ETC.